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EmMARY

~~ An investigationhaB been cotiductedto obtain futiqmentil“ :‘“
information reqwired for the desigm of a ~tiefactory tall-pipe”‘-’”’
burner for augmenting the thrust of turbojet engi.ne,s. The .@rform-
anoe of 10 fulJ-scale+-tail-yipeburners was investigated”ofi~ ‘-
blo~er rig wid a description and the operating characteristics of’””
each are presented. Investtg4tionswerealso conduoted to d&5ermine
the ‘combustionand pressure-drop gharacterlstios of the most satis-
Ea-ctofyburner, to develop a method of controlling the lmrner-outlet
timpere,turedistribution) and to improve the burner ignition cha&ac-
tetitstics:”...-,.

A tail-pipe b’urnerwas develo~ed that operated satisfactorily
over a range of fupl-air ratios with inlet conditions of gag tAmp”er-
‘e,ture”and.velocityemulating those in a typical turbojet engine.
The,dverage burner-outlet temperature Was,llmlted .toabout 2130° F
because of the limited air pressure Qrop available for burning: ‘!l?he
performance df a similar tail-pipe burner, which iticorporatedthe
principles and design features developed,”was investigated co-n- “
curientl~ on a fulz-scale turbojet ei@ine and operated satisfactorily
up to nearly stoichiometricfuel-air ratio with an esti-b.ted,outlet
temperature ,df3540° 1?.

. .. ,,
,.

,’. INTRODUCTION “ ‘“’ ‘ ,-

An investigation of various rnethoisof thrtist,augmentatiotifor
turbojet-engines to improve the performance-of set-propelled air-
planes for take-off, climb, and combat coridjtt’onsis being conducted
at the NMA Cleveland laboratory. ‘oneptbod being investigated is
the burning of additional fuel in the tall pipe ‘ofthe engine in

.
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order to obtain higher gas temperatures than can be tolerated by the
turbine. These higher gas temperatures result in increased jet
velocities and, consequently, increased thrust.

An analysis that develops-the fundamental relations among the
variables of the tail-pipe-burning cycle is given in reference 1.
This analysis indicated that the amount ,ofthrust augmentation
produced by a tail-pipe burner “isvery sensitive to the pressure
drop in the burner and that it is usually necessary to reduce the
burner-inlet gas velocity in order to reduce these pressure losses;
a reduction in burner-inlet velocity may also be necessary in~order
that stable combustion may be maintained.

The experimental development of a tail-pipe burner is primarily
an investi~ationto obtain a satisfactory compromise between the
requirements of prcmldhg turbulent low-velocity regions for flame
seatg’andof holding the friction pressure losses to a minimum, An
eXp”erim8ntalpr’ogrqmwas therefore instituted to obtain fundamental
infomnationrequired for the design of a tazl-pipe burner for thrust
augmentation of turbojet engines.

For this Investigationa full-scale blower rig, in which the
turbine-dischargegas velocities and temperatures were simulated by
means of a preheater and blowers, was used to avoid complication of
an engine setup. The aveti~gebu.rneir-c?utlettemperature was limited
to about 2110° F because of the limited air-pressure drop available
for burning at the desired air flow.

The 10 various types of tail-pipe burner investigated and their
operating characteristicsare described: The results of extensive
studies to determine the combustion performance and pressure-drop
characteristics of the most’satisfactory burner and theresults of
an Investigation”tocontrol the burner-outlet temperature distribu-
tion and improve the ignition.characteristicsare also presented.

A concurrent experimental investigation conducted at sea-level
conditions with zero ram on a turbojet engine with a tail-pipe
burner, which was a modificatiotiof buzmers developed during the
program reportedherein, is reported I,nrefereme 2. Altitude-wind-
tunnel investiga$tonsat various ram conditions of a iurbojet engine
using a different type burner are reporte”d“inreference 3.

,, .,

INSTKLL.ATTS)I?ANDlNSTRUMhWATION

Test setup. . A schematic diagram of’the test setup, designed
to simulate co~itions in the TG-180 turbojet engine, is shown in

.
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figure 1. Combustion air,
approximately 70 inches of

A.

&lJ&mPa?
-..-.-
:.=7

3

supplied by a blower at a pressure of
water gage, was heated to about 1100° F

by a preheater.
-—.

The preheater.was provided with an annul=r discharge
section to simulate the turbine-discharge area of the engine. The
hot gases then passed through an annular diffuser having an outlet-
to-inlet area ratio of 1.5,.This diffuser was formed by”a oentral
cone and an outer d“uot;the cen%ral cone was similar to the turbine.
discharge cone of the engine except for slight ruodificationsof the
downstream tip. FollowiM the diffuser was the tail-pipe burner
section which consisted of a straight length of pipe 6 feet long

3and 25T inohes.iq diameter. we diffuser-area ratio, and hence the. .
burner dia&ter, were chosen to provide a satisfactory compromise
between pressure’losses in the burner snd the:diffuser and an
increase in size of the engine tatl pipe ba~ed on the operating ,
conditions of a TG-18Q engine. The exhaust gases were subsequently
discharged through a nozzle and a stmalght~ipe section (containin$
water sprays for cooling the hot gases) into an outlet diffuser, .
which was used to decrease the burner-outlet pressure and thereby
increase the available.pressure drop across the burnerp

,.

limtiumentati.on.- Gas temperatures (up to 2400° F) were
measured by triple-shielded olrmmel-alumel thermocouples,,16 ffach
at the simulated ‘hn%ine-discharge annulus (section A-A), the burner
inlet (section B-B), and the burner outlet (’sectionC-C), as shown
in the sectiorialviews of figure >. The”Wsrmocouples at the burner
inlet and’”outletwere so arranged in three concentric circles that ●

both radial andeircumferential temperature distribution could be
detemnined. Burner-shell %~perqtur?~ were measured along the duct .
by chromel.alumel thermocouples spot-welded to the outside wa>l. :
Temperatures were indicated on a self-balancing potentimneter.

Static pressures were measured at each of the three sections by.
means of four equally spaced static wall taps oonnected to a piezo- I
meter ring. Fuel flows and combustion-air flows
a rotame%er and a calibrated thin-plate orifice,

DF.EXRIPTIO NANDOPERATI~CEARACT~IWICS

TYPES OF TAIL-PIPE BURNER

were measured with
respectively. .. .1

,,.

A series of eight burner configurations were investigated on .:.

the blower rig during the initial research program and progressive
changes’in design.were made to determine the mo~t:patisfaotory burner.
Two additional configurationswere subsequently investigated”in an’”
effort to fiprove the p?rfomance Qf the most

. .
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promising burikr. For
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was first ignited
was eet at about

combinations”o’f-burner”fuel-air ratios and inlet
velocities were then tripd until a method of ignttlng each burner
had been found. The burners were then operated with increased fuel-
air ratios and inlet-air velocities until a Mmiting condition such
as.extrqme cycling,,blow-out,hot spote, or limiting afr-supply
preaware occurred.

The fuel nozzles in all burners tnvestigqted were o? an
atomizing type and were flow-rated at an inlet fuel pressure of
100 pounds per squtie inch. In Still air, these fuel nozzles
produced’s hollow=’conespray or f’inelyatomized fuel at all fuel
pressures greater than about +0.poundti,per s@are inch. The fuel
used during these runs wae,AN-F-22. ,,.,

,, Each burner is designated by a number defiot$ngits order in the
process of development,~A brief description of each Mimer investi-
gated during the initial research program and its operating charac-
teristics are presented. .

Burner 1. - Burner.1 (fig. 2(a)) in~drporated eight pivoted
diffuser vanes that were installed in the kr.mularturbine-discharge

‘“diffusernear the end or the,turbine-diecharge cone, These radial
vanes were set parallel ,tothe direction”of’air flow for the non-
burning condition (to reduce drag) and”adJacent’l%neswere t —

rotated 10° toward each other to form four &iffusing ani’four
contracting”sectlonsfor burning. A spray bar:containimg three
30-gallon-per-hourfuel nozzies, directed downstream, was looated
in each of the four diffusing setitionq.,A spark plug was located
in bne of the diffusing sections 6 inchp”sdownstream of the spray
bar. This burner was auccesefully ignlt’edbut burned with an
extremely hot region.along the bottom ,ofthe duct probably because

.
M’poor mixing of the air and the fuel,

Burner 2. - On burner 2 (fig. 2(b)) “apilot was installed h
the tip of the turbine-discharge inner cone to.provide a flame for
igniting And maintaining combustion.of the principal fuel supply.
The end of the turbine inner cone waa,replaced with a vaporizing
cone perforated around the base with”48 vapor escape holes of 0.081-inch
diameter. Fuel for.the vaporizing cone was supplied by a 37-gallon-
per-hour fuel nozzle located inside the cone, The principal fuel fOr
the burner was supplied by 12 fuel nozzles (30 gal/hr) submerged in
streamline ,strutsand arranged circutnfeiential.lyaround the outer wall
of the turbine-dischargediffuser near the end of the turbine-discharge
cone and directed toward th”ecenter line of the burner, The spray

nozzles were arra~ed ‘toptotvude Z* inches into the”air stream to

—

.

—

—
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provide penetration of the fuel into the air stream. The fuel was
introduced in thie manner in order to mix well with the air and was
expected to burn on contact with the flame”from the pilot burner.
Two spark plugs were located just downstream of’the pilot vapor-
escape holes for ignition of the pilot flame. The burner was
successfully i@ited but combustion wa,saccompanied by violent
cycling, which prevented the recording of “perfommnce data.

Burner 3. -.Inan attempt to provide more’untform,fuel distribu- -
tion and better mixing of the fuel and air in burner 3 (fig. 2(c)),
alternate spray nozzles of burner 2 were replaced by.spray bars
extending across the annulus, each spray bar containing three
10.5-gallon.per-hourfuel nozzles directed down~tream. This modified “

..!

burner also cycled at alla~te~pted operating conditions, although the
cycling was not as violent as that of the previous burner. The mm- ~
bus.tionefficiency was about ’35percent Indicating “thatmost of the
fuel failed to burn.’ . .:.

Burner 4. - In order to improye further mixing of the fuel and
air in burner 4 (fig: 2(d))$ the spray nozzles and Bars {24 fuel-
spray nozzles) were removed from the outlet end of the turbine-
discharge diffuser ad 20 nozzles (21.5 gal/hr) were installed
circumferentiallyaround the inner wall at the inlet to tlieannular

i

turbine-discharge diffuse~. The nozzle tips extended about 1/8 inch ,
into the air stream perpendicular to the surface of tileturbihe-
discharge inner cone. The pilot and spark plugs were unchqnged.
Stable combustion up to a fuel.atr ratio of 0.010 and a maximum
average tempgratu~e rise of about 500° F were obtained. Violent
cycling was encountered, however, during operation at fuel-air ratl”oe
greater tmn 0.010. The combustion efficiency was about 80 percent
for the range of operating condit3.ons. The fuel flow varied errati- ‘,
tally throughout tlieruns because of partial vaporizatkm of the fuel
in the supply lines and the fuel nozzles inside the burner. Observa-
tion of tinecombustion during operation through a quqrtz sight glass
revealed that most of the fuel was blown along the surface of the
turbine-discharge inner cone by the air stream and then burned in the
wake of the turbine-dischq?ge inner cone.

.,

Burner 5. - Am attempt to eliminate cyoling was made in burner 5
(fig;~y t!hangingthe pilot from a vaporizing type to a direct ‘
spray-injection.type and by changing the location of the matn fhel
nozzles. The revised pilot consisted of a cylindrically shaped
opening at the tip of,the turbtne-disoharge cone within which was
installed a 37-gallon-per-hourfuel nozzle, The only change to the
shape of tineturbine-d>scharge ctinewas t“ocut off the downstream
tip, which had formed the vaporizing cone. The principal fuel supply
was provt.dedby a ring bf 30 fuel nozzles (10.5 gal/hr) arranged

...

around the outer wall pf the turbine-disqharge annulus and directed.

.,-:. .
,,., ,.
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toward the burner center 11.ne. Each nozzle
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‘~ro.{ec”tedinto the aas , .
.“ w.

stream’about 2 inches and was individually.connected to an exterior
fuel-supply manifold; A’sparlcplug was located”3 inches down~trea.
of the turbine-dischargecone., The burner was ’successfullyignited
but cycling was so violent that testing had to be discontinued.

Burner 6. - In a further e#?fortto eliminate’cycling, a c#rcular

flame holder was installed’’i’nburner 6 (fig. 2(f’))S: inches down-

stream of’.the end of the.turbine-dischargecone to provide a seat ‘
for the flame, The flame holder was s’ein’itoroidal;consisting of
one-half of a 2-inch diameter tube ‘rolledinto a M-inch diameter
ring with an annu@? flat plate welded tti’the”,open.eide. It W8B
installed with the flat side facing downstre~ and supported by
four”l-inch diameter tubular strutb connected:to the burner wall.
Two spark plugs located 3 inches downatre@ of the flame holder -
were used in addition to the me used f~r the pilot. Although no
cycling occurred for burner 6 over a wide range of fuel-air ratios}
the combustion efficiency was only 25 to 30 pbr”cent.

Observation of the combustion showed no flame seated Upon the .-
flame holder, It was concluded that the fuel Mxrcduced upstream
of the flame holder either failed to reachmthe flame holder at all
or that the local fuel-air ratio in the reglon”of the sheltered
zone was too lean for ignition. ,

.

w

—

Burner 7. - The fuel nozzles were removed from the turbine- ‘.
discharge annulus and replaced in burner 7 (fig. 2(g)) by a.ring
of 30 nozzles (10.5-gal/fi) directed upstreap and mounted on a .
15-inuh diameter fuel manifold (equal In dimeter.to ’theflame
‘holder)located about 4 inches upstmesm of the end of the turbine-
discharge cone. The flame holder wbs relocated about 18 inches

—

downstream of’the end of the turbine-discharge inner cone. Two
short spark plugs were installed In addition to the spark plug for
the pilot burner. One spark plug was located__3inches downstream .. ._
and the other 9 inchee ups’kre&mof the flame holder. Observation

—

of the flame showed good combustionwith s flame ~eated upon the -
downst&eam face of the fl~e holder, Fuel vaporization in the fuel
tiifold and nozzles, however, Mrni,tedfuelflow to very low rates
with attendant erratic surges. This prevaporfzatlon also occu~red
with the fuel-spray nozzles directed downstream. The obeerved good
mmbvstion was considered to’be ctinfirmationthatthe richer fuel- 3
air mixture in the flame-holder sheltered region improved combua-
tfon overthat of burner 6. . . .

--

Burner 8. . In order to elitiinate”prevaporization of the fuel
in th-d, the fuel-nozzle manifold ring we replaced in ‘.
burnem 8 (fig, 2(h)) by 12 fuel nozzles (30 gal/hr) arranged in a

.
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15-inch diameter circle and individually connected to an exterior
fuel manifold. The fuel nazzles were directed downstream and the
fl~e holder was located about M inches downstream of the nozzle
tips. l%o short spark plugs yore used in addition to the spark plug

for the pilot burner, one located l+ inches downstream of the fuel-
spray-nozzle tips and one located 3 inohee downstream of the flame
holder, This burner maintained steady cotibustionover the entire

:.range of operating cpnditi,ons. A preliminary investigation indicated
high temperature.rise and good combustion efficiencies. Visual
observation of the lnmiting revealed a, steady flame seated upon the
downstream face of the f@me holder. These results indicated that
burner 8 was a Tromising configuration and a tioreextensive test,.
program was oonducted to inv”estigqteits performance.

..
. Summary of’burner operat~ charaoteri.sties.- The following

table br,ieflysummarizes the.general rasults ol?the initial develop-
ment program for the various burner oonfigurattons:

Buinier

2

3

4’

5

. .

6

7

8

..

@ximum
combus-
tion
affi-
tiency
(per-
cent)
--------

.------

35

80

.-----z

25

--------

(a)

-

KaXimum
tetiper-
ature
else
(°F)

-------

------_.

160

504

.------

~~o

-------

(a)

Remarks

treme hot region along bottcm of
burner prevented taking data

olent cycling prevented taking data

cling less pronounced than in burner 2

cling encountered at:temperature
rise af 500° F prevented further
testing at higher temperature rises

olent cycling prevented taking data;
no flame seated upon flame holder

mbustion downstream of pilot but no
flame seated upon flame holder

od flame seated on flanieholder but
prevaporization of fuel limited fuel
flow,and caused”erratic“surgesin
fuel flow

od fleuueseated upon flame holder;
combustion and fuel flow steady

aPerfomnance given in subse~uent.sections.

—
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PROCEDURE --

Investigationswere ~ade of the “combustionch~acteristics of
burner 8 with AN-F-22’and ‘kerosenefuels. Ignition’char&cteristlce
of tiiisburner were investigatedwith two spark-plug configurations.
Modifications to improve the outlet temperature distribution were
made to burner 8 to form burners 9 and 10.

Cmnbuation studies of’burner 8 with gasoline. - me performance
of turner 8 was extensively “itivestigatedt,odet=ine the frtction-
“pressure-droplossefland.combustioncharacteristics. Because of
blower limitations,air flows and prespures typical of a TG-180
turboJ~t eng~e at maximum rate,dspeeikat sea.level (about 73 lb/see

and 26+ lb/sq in, absolute,,respectively) could not be obtained at

the tu~blne-dischaigpsection of >he test !@mp. Typical turbine-
discharg6 gas velooity (650 ft/see) .-d temperature (1100° F) were,
however, simulated with an air flow of 40 pounds per second at a
pressure ofabout 15,5 pounds per square inch-absolute, These
conditions correspond to various combinations of operati~ condi-
tions of a TG-180 engine one of which is an altitude of 30)OQ0 feet,
rated speed, and a ram-pressure ratio of 1.7.

.J.-

—

—

.

The friction-pressuredrop was ?neasuredfor the condition of no
burning in the tail pipe (isothemual condition) over a range of burner-
inlet gas velocities from 320 to 440 feet per.second and Inlet-gas
temperatures from ‘550?to 1100° Y,

Combustion characteristics of the burner were determined over the
following rtingeof”fconditions:

Air flow Simulated BurnerJ Burner- Bxrner’fuel-
(lb/see) thrbin6- inlet gas inlet air ratio

discharge velocity gas
axial (f’t/see) temper-
v~locity ature
(ft/see) (%’)

30 480 320 1.100 0.0044-0.013

35 560 370 1100 ,0044- .013

40 650 440 1100 .0044- ,015

Most of the runs were made at a burner-inlet gas velocity of
per second. :

,.

440 feet

Be6ause burning’fuel ”itithe tail=pt”e bkrper caused e“Pressure
drop, it was therefore necessary to increase the inlet pressure as ‘the

.
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For the comlms~,io~a“tudiek~~of~the”ta~~-pipe.btier, the pre-

heater was ignited at a low air.fIow,(ZO to 25.lb/isec).,andj ‘after
condttion~ had stabilized, ,th6’taLl-pipebtirrierwas ignited. The air
flow ~s then increased to the d%@6d ,valueand .tliqpreheater fuel’
flow adJust@d to ~yowide .an”oqtlet’temperature of 1100° F; With
these conditions hbld constant} the,ta~l-pipq-burner fuel-air ra~fo
was set at the desired vz+qe E&I data readings were @ken after ‘
equilibrium was established. “ “ . ,

.C6mbu”stion.studies of burfie>8 ‘tithkerosene. : Because,,turbo-’.
jet e~ig~ norqdly use,kero&ene_for.the ~ifi engine fuel, itwqs “:
considered .d88irableto investigate the performance of burner 8 ‘
us@g JF-1,fuel. A series .ofruns were tide at various fuel-air
ra~@q. fr~0..@8-~o.0.014, and inle,t-at$velocities from 350 to” ‘
440 feet per second using keroserie(JT-1) fuel. The general
..prqqe.iLqrewasthe ,same-qsthat previously discussed for the combu@-
%i.~,stud$es.of.lmrner 8. “Yorthis iqvestigationhoth 30-gallon-
per-hoqr and 21.5-gallon-per.hourfuez nozzles were u8ed. The ‘:. ‘
21.5-gal>og-per~hournozzles were used in the fuel ring d&@@ream
of the~inner c?ne for all.subsequent investigations. . ‘;

....

.“..:.’.
,-.

In~est@ation of ignition characteristics ,ofburner 8..- fin.”‘“
effective tail-pipe burner for augmenting the thrust of military” “.:
aircraft must be capable of ignition with little time delay at the
conditions of inlet velocity and temperattireimposed upon the burner
by the engine operating at maximum speed. Burner 8 was therefore
investigated to determine the time required to tgnite the burner at
an inlet temperature of about llOQ” F and with an inlet gas velocity
of 400 feet per sec~nd. The.runs were made with both two and five
spark plugs located 3 inches dowr+tream of the flame holder and with

the electrodes extending within 7$,inches of the burner center line.

The spark plug for the,~lot burner was -inthe location shown in “
figure 2(h) and remained unchanged throughout the tests. Ignition
time lag, defined as the e).apsedtime frczhth?opening of a fuel
valve located at the inlet of the fuel ma~ifold (fig; 2(h}).nntil
steady oombus.tionwas established, wa8 determined f~r the range of
fuel-air ratio from O.007 to 0,014. JF-lf’hel WS8 used during these
runs. .,.. . . . . . ,, . - :, . .. . ... . . .. .. .i.

Improvement in tern@rattire-distribu&o~ a’t-btiner”outlet;
burner 9, - The gas temperatties at the center of the ouile~ o#’
burner 8 were lower tha~ the average outlet temperature and therefore

e-’

,,

+ -F-
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an attempt waa ruade.+to.improvq.$he temperature.distribution. Because
burner 4 provided hi@er te?nperatures.inthe center of the burner
duct, a modification of this burner was added to burner d to form
burner 9. Four 40-$allon-per-hcmrfuel-spray nozzles were installed
around the:turbine-di.achargeinner cone.approximately 1 foot upstream
of the t,ip..Three arrangements.bf the,.~oup’~f four nozzles (herein-
after called the inner fuel nozzles).were investigated:. (1) The
nozzles w?re directed downstream and parallel to ,theburner.center
line;,(2) the nozzlee,were directed inward at an @le of 90° to the
burner center Iiue; and (3) the nozzles..weredirected downstream and
inward,at an angle of 45° to the,burnei cent,er.ltne. A sketch of
burner 9 with the final nozzle arrangement is qho~ in figure,3.
With the fuel nozzles in each position, a series of runs was made
for a burner-inlet gas temperature of about 1000° F and a burner-
inlet,gas velocity of 400 feet per second. ‘“Theruns were made at
various t%e.1-airratios from 0.008 to 0,016 with the fuel flow to
the inside fuel ring varying fr&m O to 60 percent of the total fuel
flow to the tail-pipe burner,, JP-l,fu&l was used.duri~ these runs..

Improvement-_tioperating ran~e.;burner 10. - In order to inorease
,.

the operating range of,burner 9, a small perforated %asket was added
to the tip of t,hetumbine-di.schargeinner cone to fo~burner 10
(fig. 4) -and additional runs were made Ovqr-a range of.fuel-air , ,
ratios at an inlet-air velocity,of +00 feet per second, me fuel-
nozzle arrangement was unchanged. The fuel used during the runs
was J&l. !. .

.,

f/a

q~

. T

Apf

APm

P

. . ,--- .-
.“ ,:

%FO~NCE OFTAIL-PIPE B~NJIRS 8 TO 10 ‘

Symiols ‘ .

The following symbols are used in this report:

fuelyair ratic for tail-pipe burner

burner-inlet velocity pressure, (lb)/(sq ft) “

total temperature~ (°F) . .

friction-static-pressuredrop, (lb)/(sq f“b) . .

momentum-pressure drop equal to measured
between stations B-B and C-C minus
(w)/(w m) ‘ “ “’

..

,.

stattc-pressuredrop
fri.ctlori-pressuredrop,

-.

.

.

.

—

—

*
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.Subscripts: .. .,... ,.,
,..

B - burner’inlet (fig. 1] ,,.”

“:C”
..

burner outlet (fig. 1) ““,

...

Burner 8 .,-

. .

. . .. .. .

.-..
. .

. . .. .

..
-. ..-.

,.

Combustion studies with gasollne. - The variation of”tail~pipe~
burner temperature rise with fuel-air ratio for burner d at. several
inlet gas velocities ts shown in figure 5. The &as@e@.,li@”+g”+& .
theoretical temperature rise obtained from the charts,,o$.refs~8qcp.4.
In the calculation of theoretical temperature rise} the gas-at,.thp
burner inlet was assumed to have the properties of air at %ha@xrner-
Inlet temperature. Because the preheater efficiency was’very hi@,,
no correction to the tail-pipe burner fuel-air ratio W&M tide”for
unburned fuel from the preheater. The measured temperatmrb.risesi

!. .are.approximatelyequal to the theoretical values except for an ‘
.experimentaLscatter of about 10 percent. The values of temperature
,v$+w plotted in f.igure.5may not be representative”of.the true c

,.

average teku~erat,urerise because the readings of only 16 thermo-
couples in an irregular temperature field.at the burner outlet :
(f~gt 1, eectlon C-C) were averaged to obtain these temperatures
and alqq beoause of the errors attendant with measurtng high gas
temperatures with %hennocouples inmersed in a flame: L “

“...
At high fuel-air ratios, a few of the thermocouples.at the

b’urneroutlet indicated tempentures in.excess of.2400° F,.(the ~
limit of the potentiometer scale). Values for these temperatures
were obtained by plotting the.thermocouple reading at lower values
of outlet temperature against the fuel-air .ratioand ektrapola*in&4’,
the curve to temperatures above 2400° F, .Because th8 etirorsin:tem.-
perature measurement are believed to be small compare d’to.the$qm-”
perature rise, the cloee agreement of,the measured average temper-.”
ature rise with the theoretical temperature rise Indicates that’the
hurnqr,eff.lciency. is high. , . ,. ,,

.,.,,
>,.

Because of the &hui&d preasu~e qvallable”frcrn.theblower the
invest$,ga.tionwas.limited~o.aburnertemperatu~e rise of 1010! F,
cpz’~espoqdingto a burner:outlet,temperature:of 2110° F. This ten-
peratpre r~se wqs obtqin~~ for -afuel-airratio of 0.015 at.a
burner-inlet gas veloc~.y of.:440 .feet.per’second. Stable and .
satisfactory combustionwqs maintai~ed.over,.the entire range of
opeyating conditions. The ra.nge-of;operation:.of,asimilar tall-..
pipe burner wqs mqre completely Investigated on the engine setup of,
reference ~. The burner used for the,i~vestigaticm of deference.2

r-----

~..:
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- -, ----- .. .
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.
was essentially a combination of burners 4 and 8 and is illustrated
in figure 6. Runs were made with this turner at rated engine speed
with zero ram, sea-level inlet conditions up to>a nearly stolchio-
metric fuel-air ratio of 0.043, and an estimated burner-outlet tem-
perature of 3540°F; stable and efficient combustion was obtained
throughout the range of operation. The tail-pipe-burner inlet pres-
sure for this engine investigationwas about 26 pounds per square
inch absolute as oompared to about 15.5 pounds per square inch for
the runs in the blower rig.

A typical outlet-temperature-distributioncurve for burner 8 is
shown in figure 7, (inlet g~s velocity, 440.ft/see; fuel-air ratio,
0.0089). The numerical average outlet temperature (1700° F) is
indicated by the dashed line. The radial temperature variation is
approximately 600° F with the highest temperatures occurring near

the flame-holder radius (7# in.) and the lower temperatures near the

center and walls of the burner. The cool layer of air near the walls
of the burner was considered to be desirable f’orsimplicity and light-
ness, because the.necessity for extetinalcooling of the burner walls
was eliminated. Some sacrifice in thrust augmentation must be made
at fuel-air ratios pear stoichj.omettiic~h?weverj because of the
unburned portion of the air.

The isothemual friction-pressure-dropcqeffioient, which is
defined as the ratio APf/qB~ is plotted against burner-inlet
velooity pressure ~ in figure 8 for”various inlet-gas temperatures.
The friction-pressure-dropcoefficient has a.constant value of 0.33
over the entfre range or experimental conditions.

The ratio of the momentum-pressure drop to the inlet velccity
pressure ApJqB is plotted against theratio of inzet to outlet
gas density for”various”burner-inlet gas v~lo~ities in figutiti9. , It
is apparent that the measured momentum-pressure drop is less than the
theoretical pressure drop shown by the dashed line.

The measured momentum-pressure drop and the fundamental equation
for j.dealmomentum-pressure drop may be used to calculate a burner
temperature rise, The ratio of the c+culated temperature rise to
the theoretical temperature rise corresponding to the measured fuel-
air ratio is a combustion efficiency, A calculation of this combus-
tion efficiency from the data of figure 9 resulted in,a value of
approximately 80 percent. Because the average measured temperature
rise (fj.g.5) ‘isprobably hfgh due to the arrangement of the small
number of thermocouples in tjheirregul~r temperature field at the
burner outlet, the combustion effi.oienoyof ‘about100 percent
obtained from the measured,temperatures is probably higher than the

—
.—

.—

.
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true value. The true”velueof combusticm ef’ficiency probabW lies
between,the values obtained from the momentum-pressuYe-drop data and
from.the temperature-rtse data} or between 80 and 100 percent. ~

.Combustion studies with kero,sene.-’When burner 8 was operated
with kerosene (JP-1) and the 30-gallon-per-hotirfuel nozzles> i@i-.
tion was very difficult and required considerable manipulation of .
the ~uel and air flow. Ignitiom occurred more easily and quickly>
however, when the 30-gaHon-per--hourfuel nozzles wers replaced ‘.
with 21.5-gaUon-per-hour nozzles. This difference.in ignition - ~.
characteristicswas attributed to improved atomization of the .
kerosene by the attendant higher fuel,pressures required for.the
same.fuel flows. ..:,’:-.._, ’.,,..

.’ .,... ,

A“comparison of”the results of thecombustion studteeof. . -
burner 8 using AN-F-22 fuel and 30-g~llon-peryhour fuel nozzles “ ‘ ‘
with the results of the combustion studies of the same burner using
21.5 gal.l,on-per-hourfuel nozzles and JP-;lfuel revealed no’signl’- “
ficant difference h combustion efficiency nor stability. ‘J-

I@tion characteristics. - The results of the ignition;tests—— .
of burner 8 are shown,ip i?igure10 in which the ignition tide lag. . .
is p>otted as a function of fuel-air ratio for two”spark-plug “con-
figurations. Although the fuel flow could be’set at the desired’ ~ “.
value almost instantaneously,a ,shorttime intervalj. which iS “ - ‘-
included.in the ignition time lag, is required for the fuel.to fill
the manifold and for pressure to “buildup in the fuel nozzle. ‘ .’
Because this interval willprobably also be necessary in an aircraft.
application, thepresent results.are.representativeof the ignition..
time expected for an actual engine Installation. The ignition time
Lag decreased as the fuel-air ratio increased and when five spark
plugs were used it reached a value of about 4 seoonds at a fuel-air
ratio of 0.0125. When the number of”spark plugs was decreased
from five to two the ignition time lag increased about 9 seconds.

““Runs.madewit~ both conti&ous spark a.nilwith the”spark”used .
only forfste+rtingindioate~ that no effect on combustion resulted
fro?n,turningoff.the spark after ignition. ~

,, .
,..,! .,
.,.. . . . . .. ..
.... .

,. ., .,. Burner .’.’
,,

No improvement in temperature distribution over that of burner 8
was obtained .whe~the..fuel”ndz$ileewere directed either.parallel Or I
at an,angle of .90?to the.burner,center line.” The results of the “
runs ,vit~the fuel nozzles dzrected downstreamat 45° to the burner :
ce,nt.erLine.,shoyed,a co.nsidera~leincrease in the-temperatures‘atthe
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center of the burner. Visual observation t~”ough
showed that the fuel burned in the turbulent wake

NACA’RM No, E7G03

a sight glass”
of the turblne-

discharge.cone, which acted as a flame holder in the center of the
burner. The radial temperature gradiknts obi%ined for various per-
centages of the total fuq3 flow to tk inner fuel fi~zzles are ,shown
in figure 11. D2 this figure; the ratio of the average outlet ghs
temperature at.q constant radius to the average inlet-gas tempera-
ture 19 plotted against the distance of the thermocouple rlrigsfrom
the burner center line. These curvesshow that the temperature ~
distribution cqn be controlled %y varying the proportion of the total
fuel flow injected through the inner fuel nozzles, With all the fuel
going to the Quter nozzles, a distributicnisimilar to that of fig:
ure 7 is obtained and as the proportion of fuel”to the inner nozzles
is increased, the temperatures at the center of the burner increase.
With about one-third of the fuel being injected through the inner
nozzleq,,the temperatures wt:the center of the burner are about equal
to ’those at the flame-holder radius. I?or each condition shown, the
temperatures neay the wall of the duct re~ined relatively low ‘
compayed to the interior gas ~emperatureti, thus eliminating the need
for external cooling of the burner shell.

Although the arrangement ‘of f’uel-lnjection nozzles and the
sheltered flame-holder regi.olm permitted control of the temperature
distribution at the burner outletj the rap$e of conttiol was limited
by blow-out qf the fltie from the fuel inJe@ed through the inner
fuel nozzles, In repeated attempts to operatk-with an over-all fuel-
alr ratio of 0,010, an inlet gas velocity of.abcmt 400 feet per
seoond’and,a~ inlet temperature of about 1000° F, the flame from the
inner fuel nozzles blew out when the fuel flowing to the inner $uel-
nozzles was increased to 60 percent of the total fuel quantity.

Burner 10

By the addition of the perforated basket in burner 10, it was
possible to increase-the percentage of fuel flow to the inner fuel
ring to about 65 percent with a total cwer-all fuel-air ratio of 0.010
and an Inlet gas velocity of about 400 feet per second before blow-out
occurred. No changes in conibusti.on efficiency based on the measured
temperature rise between burner8 9 and 10 could be detected within
the accuracy of the data. The temperature distribution at the burner
outlet was the same as *hat of burner 9.

The results of the investigation of reference 2 indicated that”
approximately the satielimitations in pereentige of total fuel flow to
the inner fuel-nozzle ri~ existed’at a fuel-atr ratio of 0,043.
Altho@ the fuel pozzl.es-installedin t%e

“- -*i,
[

inmh? cone near the turbine

m
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discharge are on a larger diameter than those ~anged downstream of
the inner cone, they are considered to be the bner fuel-nozzle ring
because the fuel inJected from them remained near thesurfaceof the-
inner cone and burned in the benter of-the duct.

SUWARY OF RESULTS.

An investigation on a full-scale bzower rig of 10 tail-pipe
burners has resulted in the design of a tail-pipe burner that
incorporates a simple semitoroidal flame holder and atomizir~ type
fuel nozzles so arranged tJmt they provide rich fuel-air ratios In
the sheltered flame-holder zones. Combustion studies of this burner
showed that stable combus%ionwitll a high combustion efficiency
(80 percent or’more) is bbtained at an inlet velocity of 440 feet ‘ .
per second, a nominal inlet pressure of 15.5 pounds per square inch,
and an inlet,gas temperature of 1100° X over a rimge of fuel-air
ratios from 0.0044 to 0,015. ““ , . ,

..

The isotheniai fricticsn-pr6ssure-drop coefficient, defined as
the ratio of friction pressure drop to inlet velocity prkmn.are;
was 0,33. .The i’unson the blower rig were Limited to a ~urner-
inlet gas temperature OY 2110° F by thepreesure of the available
air supply; the perfomnance of a similar type burner, whi’ch -“
incorporated the principles and”deeign features developed herein,

. .

was, however, mncurrently investigated on a full-scale-turbojet
engine, up to nearly stoichfometric fuel-air ratio (an estimated
OutZet temperature of 3540° F) with stable combustion over the
entire range. The gas temperatures near the walls”of the burner
were relatively 10W, which eliminated the necessity for efiernal
cooling of the burner shell. The temperature distribution at the
burner outlet could be controlled by appropriate gronping of the
fuel nozzles and flame-holder-sheltered zones and by varying the
percentage of fuel injected in the v~ious sheltered zones.

The burliercombustion characteristics over the ltiited range
investigated were the same for kerosene and gasoline. Tests with
various numbers of spahk plugs located downstream of the flame
hblder showed ihat ignition could be accomplished at a burner-inlet
velocity of 400 feet per second and an inlet temperature of 1100° F,
The ignition time lag, defined as the lengt4 of time required from
the opening of a fuel valve untj.1combustion had been edtabliehed,

— - -= ,y-----
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decreased as both the fuel-air ratl,oand tho number of spark plugs
was increased and, when five spark”plugs were used, reached a value
of about 4 seconde at a fuel-air ratio of 0,0125.

Flight Propulsion Researoh Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Cleveland, Ohio.
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Figure 2. - tint lnued. Schematic diagrams of burner configurations
I to 8.
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Figure 2. - Concluded. Schematic diagrams oft burner configurations
I to 8.
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.
Fuel-air ratio. f/a

Figure 5. - Variation Of temperature rise with fuel-air ratio at var-
ious burner-inlet gas velocities for tail-pipe burner 8. Fuei~
AN-F-22.
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iloOO F; inlet-gas velocity, 4(X) feet per second; fuel, JP-I.
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. Figure 11.-RadiaJ temperature distribution fOr Vi3riOUS percentages df

total fuel flow to inner fuel nozzles-for burner 9. Burner-inlet ga

velocity, 400 feet per second; burner total fuel-air ratio, 0.010;

fuel, JP-I.
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